Informal STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math) activities (programs) and exhibits are common in science centers, children's museums and natural history museums. As museums change to Museum 4.0 models (1), the STEAM exhibits and programs in museums also change. Museums 4.0 is the transformation of museums from a monolithic fixed location institution to a nimble community driven event driven organization. The Museum 4.0 becomes personalized to the visitor without fixed outcomes and without the physical restrictions of a single fixed location. As museums evolve to a Museum 4.0 model with visitor lead activities, STEAM activities within museums also change to peer to peer activities that begin outside the museum and continue as part of activities. Museum 4.0 STEAM will be a "host" connecting communities that existed before, during and after a museum's "bricks and mortar" experience. Instead of "cookbook" experiences where you follow a specific pattern, STEAM activities become experiences that grow and change depending on the user and community involvement. Museum STEAM experiences are transitioning from workbench activities to workbench and smartphone experiences where tactile, and digital involvement are integrated. The future of STEAM Museum 4.0 experiences are opened-ended community based experiences that are customized to a user's interests, knowledge and skills.
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Introduction -Museum generations
Below is a list of each museum generation by number, a) name, b) time period, c) main characteristics and d) representative example museum. has a program of digitizing objects of the collection and visitors can 3D print the object at home prior to their museum in-person visit, potentially bring the print to the museum with them as part of a museum program and have as an object for study after the museum visit. Example: Rijksmuseum ibeacon system 14 that works with visitors smartphones, as visitors approach objects additional layers of content appear on their smartphone. 15 . The content shown on the smartphone can be specific to the user; a family might have different content on family members device depending on age, interests and path through the museum.
Museum Generations
Community based without walls
As museums include forms of crowd curation, the dynamic of interaction changes to peer to peer engagement between museums and visitor. The visitor becomes an active participant in the mu-12 Bluetooth Mesh https://www.bluetooth.com/news/pressreleases/2015/11/11/bluetooth-technology-to-gain-longer-range-faster-speed-mesh-networking-in-2016 13 Museums and the internet of things http://www.fastcompany.com/3040451/elasticity/the-internet-of-things-plan-to-make-libraries-and-museums-awesomer 14 http://mw2015.museumsandtheweb.com/proposal/social-augmentation-using-ibeacons-augmenting-masterpieces-in-the-rijksmuseum-hide-your-story/ website accessed July 14, 2016 15 http://mw2015.museumsandtheweb.com/proposal/social-augmentation-using-ibeacons-augmenting-masterpieces-in-the-rijksmuseum-hide-your-story/ seum content development and visitor engagement increases through use of surveys, tweeter fol- 
Conclusion
As societies become more complex so does their culture. As museums move into their next phase of development, they are changing from warehouses of objects that narrate a history to communities that explore multiple histories and perspectives. Museum 4.0 takes advantage of technologies including STEAM programming that can become predictive and customized to the visitor's interest and abilities. As schools move toward project based learning, so do museums and STEAM programming align with the project based learning itself. As our ability to distinguish real from virtual becomes more difficult, the authenticity of museum objects grow in importance and STEAM programming gains value to engage visitors in authentic artifacts of history and culture.
